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Latest research of over 520 company car drivers from ALD Automotive has found that fleet drivers are increasingly

welcoming connected cars despite growing concerns over the risks of distracted driving.

The latest survey of business drivers across the UK by ALD, one of the UK’s largest vehicle leasing and fleet management

providers, has found that over seven out of ten company car drivers believe they would benefit from connected car

technology. This compares to six out of ten a year ago, when drivers expressed concerns about the safety implications as

well as the cost and the intrusion on their private lives, and suggests that as the technology becomes more commonplace,

drivers’ fears are being allayed.

The research comes as industry analysts suggest that there will be 80bn connected devices by 20201 – equivalent to 500

devices per square km – and indicates that younger drivers are more convinced of the benefits of the technology, with

over eight out of ten of those aged 35 and under welcoming connected cars in the ALD survey, dropping to seven out of

ten for drivers in the 36+ age group.

Over one third of respondents saw the main benefits as being traffic updates, dynamic route guidance and accident alerts,

with message narration, local amenities reporting and vehicle service reminders/booking facility seen as other primary

benefits. More than half of those respondents in favour of the connected car saw all of these options as a benefit.

Safety features were also seen as a key advantage of connected cars. Over 70% of ALD Automotive’s drivers said they

were happy for their vehicle to send an initial notification to emergency advisors for assistance. In the UK, Vauxhall have

already implemented such technology via ‘Onstar’ while the eCall system is set to become mandatory on all new cars and

vans from 2018.

Maintenance and repair capabilities also proved popular with drivers. Almost 70% were in favour of having an app that

would give information on the progress of a vehicle repair, similar to tracking a parcel delivery.

Rhys Harrhy, Telematics Product Manager, says: “ALD has been at the forefront of ‘The Connected Vehicle’ for over a

decade with its in-vehicle telematics solution, ProFleet2.
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